Directions: Fill in the letter of the definition that fits each vocabulary word.

1. celebrations ______   A. very angry
2. develop______       B. people who go to school
3. furious______       C. lovely way of moving
4. graceful______       D. joyous gatherings
5. grocery store ______   E. to make something better; improve
6. students ______       F. a shop that sells food and household goods

Directions: Circle the correct word and write it on the line.

7. Their apartment is above a Chinese-American ____________________.
   A. grocery store       B. celebration       C. clerk

8. Young and old _________________ take tai chi classes in the park.
   A. dancers       B. students       C. grocers

9. They move in the sunlight like _________________ dancers.
   A. graceful       B. furious       C. grown

10. His grandmother likes the crabs to seem _________________.
    A. graceful       B. dance       C. furious

11. You must practice everyday to _________________ your mind and body.
    A. celebrate       B. develop       C. love

12. During the _________________ of Chinese New Year the streets are crowded.
    A. celebrations       B. dancers       C. grocery store